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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the author has studied the private sector participation in road projects being developed as a part of the National Highways Development Programme (NHDP). The author has discussed various issues related to the PPP policy and its limited success and the efficiency properties of PPP contracts. However, the focal point of the investigation is on the accompanying inquiries: Why have a few tasks pulled in private speculation while others have not? For what reason are PPPs progressively effective in certain states and not so in different states? The likelihood of PPP is higher for activities situated on national roadways interfacing more extravagant states, and those found nearer to super urban communities. Essentially, states with better administration record and tasks situated in them have higher likelihood of pulling in private venture. Experimental proof on the side of these cases is definitive and hearty.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indian economy has been showing tremendous growth in the recent years and investment in infrastructure has played a vital role therein. So as to continue the development in future, there is a requirement for plenteous limit creation as framework advancement. Activities from the administration have prompted expanding private division interest in India’s framework improvement. The anticipated foundation improvement during the twelfth Plan is required to expend assets as much as of around a trillion US dollars. In this way, it is basic to accomplish comprehensive improvement over all divisions of foundation like streets, ports, vitality, urban framework, railways, air terminals, and so on through further expanded interest from the Private segment. It has been demonstrated certain that Public Private Partnership (PPP) has contributed essentially to quickened foundation improvement. India has verifiably been an utilization driven economy. In this way, advancement of streets segment warrants a more noteworthy need. Financing for the Roads division has been at about 15%-16% of the assignment for foundation. The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) granted an untouched high of 48 Public Private Partnership (PPP) ventures for a length of 6380 km. This has been a result of a voyage of advancing a PPP structure through a suitably planned Model Concession Agreement (MCA) since the mid nineties [1].

With advancement of the Indian economy, it was felt that street framework must be fortified. India saw extraordinary walks in street improvement particularly after the origin of National Highway Development Program (NHDP) in 1999. Expanded selection of BOT (Toll) was encouraged by arrangement activities of Government of India (GoI) and the development of MCA for BOT (Toll) street ventures into an all around adjusted archive. This paper talks about the different approach activities taken by the GoI to improve NH through PPP from mid nineties till 2009 and the advancement of MCA for BOT (Toll) ventures [2].

One lot of issues concern the proficiency properties of these agreements. Specifically, are agreements marked between the legislature and the consortia administered by effective principles? In this paper, we embrace monetary examination of these laws to see if these are ‘great’ laws. We have contended that while the administering laws for PPP agreements have a few alluring and proficiency upgrading highlights, the requirement of these laws is a long way from palatable. Aside from streamlining the institutional structure for PPPs, since 2005 the administration has taken a few activities to draw in private interest in streets [3].
Therefore, a study on the performance of these policy initiatives is called for. As far as the success of PPP is concerned, our examination uncovers that approach activities attempted during 2005 and 2006 have had a good effect on private segment cooperation in streets. Since 2005, the quantity of PPPs has gone up fundamentally. In any case, this expansion in private segment speculation is owing to different elements, such as learning impacts and financial blast also [4]. In any case, there is something striking about the dissemination of PPPs on national thruways. PPPs are not consistently conveyed; they are gathered in just a few pieces of the nation. So far NHAI has begun work just on Phases I, II, III and V. National parkways (NHs) secured under these stages range crosswise over most states in the association of India. Along these lines, the up degree deal with NHs has been (is being) embraced in many states. Any place conceivable the NHAI has attempted to grant Up degree takes a shot at PPP premise. Nonetheless, a few states have pulled in a greater number of PPPs than others. That is, financial specialists have indicated inclination for certain states over others. All over, this result may show up to some degree fascinating. Above all else NHDP is supported by a solitary office, that is, NHAI [5].

2. PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN INDIA

To attract private investment, the GoI initiated measures in 1994-95 like declaration of road sector as industry to facilitate borrowing on easy terms and permission for floating of bonds, relaxation in Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practice to enable large firms to enter the highway sector and reduction in the custom duties of construction equipment [6].

Meanwhile, Ministry of Surface Transport (MOST) had also estimated that Rs 40,000 cr was required to four lane 14,000 km of two lane NH. These investigations affirmed that budgetary help alone was insufficient to address the errand of structure NH on this scale and prompted the idea of PPP as BOT (Toll). In BOT (Toll), the private administrator assembled the street, kept up and worked it by collecting toll from the client for a time of concession, toward the finish of which the venture was moved to the GoI. Display 1 shows various methods of conveyance in NH ventures. In 1995, the GoI changed the National Highways Act 1956 to enable itself to go into a concurrence with any individual in connection to the improvement and upkeep of the entire or any piece of a NH and qualified the individual for gather and hold charges for administrations rendered in regards to consumption associated with structure, support, the board and activity of the entire or part of such NH, enthusiasm on the capital contributed and sensible return. To streamline the procedure and to actualize the NH improvement plans of MOST, National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) was built up in February 1995 based on National Highways Authority Act established in 1988 [7].

Figure 1: Road networks in India
When contrasted with the open area, private segment firms have a superior structure of impetuses and approvals. They have more grounded inspiration to procure great profits for the venture. The private segment additionally has more noteworthy adaptability in modifying its assets (faculty, types of gear and materials) to always evolving conditions. Private firms streamline asset assignment among the underlying development stage and the upkeep and activity stages later on. The contention goes that accordingly, contrasted with customary government supported framework ventures, occurrences just as extents of time and cost invades are altogether lower for PPPs. Besides, there are claims that private firms can deal with the interest and supply bends in a more thorough manner than the open segment. In this manner, any place there is extension for financing an undertaking through direct client charge, speculators can utilize toll expense to recover their cash. Furthermore, it is contended that a creating nation like India can profit by investment of remote firms in foundation. Outside firms are required to have predominant development procedures, types of gear and less expensive account [8].

During 1996-97, the GoI took some more measures to accelerate NH activities like declaration of a mandate for conjuring distinction area for land securing, exception from natural and timberland clearances for enlarging existing NH, exacting toll for street areas subsidized from the financial backing, permitting BOT (Annuity) model, authorization for NHAI to move toward becoming accomplice in the Special Purpose Vehicles made by private players for street improvement, pay to private players for unexpected conditions and outside help from multilateral offices [9].

Models of PPP embraced in India

The two models of PPP embraced in India for the improvement of National Highways are BOT (Toll) and BOT (Annuity) [10].

(a) BOT (Toll) Model: In the BOT (Toll) model, the Concessionaire recuperates his speculation by charging toll from the clients of the street office. This model lessens the monetary weight on the administration while additionally apportioning the traffic hazard to the Concessionaire. This is the model utilized for the greater part of the undertakings and can be viewed as the default model for roadway ventures.

(b) BOT (Annuity) Model: Under a BOT annuity model, the Concessionaire is guaranteed of a base profit for his interest as annuity installments. The Concessionaire doesn't bear the traffic hazard and the Government bears the whole hazard regarding toll pay.

*Source: Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Planning Commission, NHAI

Figure 1: NH network in block of five years and estimated growth
3. PERFORMANCE OF PPP POLICY IN INDIA

The PPP database is a collection of project information on PPP projects undertaken in India. The database is kept up, on standard premise, on the segments to be specific Airports, Education, Health Care, Ports, Power, Railways, Roads, Tourism and Urban Development. The information for the equivalent is gathered from different PPP nodal organizations of the Government and from task proprietors or financial specialists. The database contains general data about the task like, area, segment, kind of the PPP venture, status, offering data, (for example, contract grant technique, contract marking date, monetary conclusion and so on.), venture advantages and costs, lawful instruments and money related data about financial specialist property, absolute obligation and value and so forth. The database catches all the PPP extends on the parts from 1996 in India and is refreshed routinely with any new improvement – in the current and under development activities. The new tasks are refreshed as and when they are in the open space. The database covers just those ventures that are affirmed by the Government of India, State Governments or neighborhood bodies [11].

The expressways part has advanced over the previous decade, particularly in the national parkways fragment, and is arriving at the phase of development. Up until this point, NHAI has granted PPP extends under Build Operate and Transfer (BOT-toll) and BOT (annuity). NHAI endeavors to grant extension under BOT (toll). In the event that the undertaking isn't monetarily reasonable, the BOT (annuity) mode is received. NHAI has additionally chosen to grant a few ventures under the activity upkeep and move (OMT) mode [10].

Table 1 gives interest in streets and roadways in five-year plans. From that point forward the quantity of PPPs has been expanding step by step throughout the years. It has altogether gotten from that point forward. Apparently, the strategy intercessions made in 2005 and 2006 to private interest in street tasks have desirably affected the financial specialists. On the other hand, the spurt in PPPs since 2006 may have been activated by the richness created by a remarkable development of Indian economy in the ongoing years. In the following area, we will research credibility of these and other potential clarifications for the development and the dissemination of PPPs crosswise over Indian states [9].

**TABLE 1: Investment in roads and Highways in five-year plans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10th Plan</th>
<th>11th Plan</th>
<th>12th Plan estimated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roads and bridges investment (US$ billion)</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>145.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>30.6 (95%)</td>
<td>46.1 (66%)</td>
<td>87.5 (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>1.6 (5%)</td>
<td>23.7 (34%)</td>
<td>58.3 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total plan investment in infrastructure (US$ billion)</td>
<td>193.7</td>
<td>456.9</td>
<td>910.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads and bridges investment as % of total infra investment</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Planning Commission and PwC analysis (1USD = 45 INR)*

Table 2 shows development plan of national highways. The table likewise gives favored model of improvement of the separation secured by PPPs on national expressways. As is obvious from the table, numerous financial
specialists in PPPs are Indian firms. Around 33% of the sum total of what PPPs has been framed by Indian firms; together representing in any event one fifth of the separation secured by all PPP ventures. To the extent remote investment is concerned, it is commanded by Malaysian and American firms. Much of the time of outside interest, the remote firm and an Indian firm structure a consortium to offer for tasks. The offering guidelines have urged Indian firms to decide on joint endeavor with outside firm(s). The standards for the Request for Qualification just as for the last Request for Proposal stages give loads to related knowledge and money related sufficiency of the bidders. Outside firms by and large have longer understanding and simpler access to capital in worldwide market. Hence, a consortium of remote and Indian firms stand better odds of qualifying the short posting criteria just as winning the offer. The accompanying demonstrates the profile of real Indian players in PPPs [12].

Table 2: Development plan of NH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NHDP-Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Preferred Model of Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Golden Quadrilateral, North-South and East-West Corridors</td>
<td>7,522</td>
<td>EPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Mostly North-South and East-West Corridors and other national highways</td>
<td>6,647</td>
<td>EPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Four-laning of certain national highways on BOT basis</td>
<td>12,109</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Upgrading single-lane highways to two lanes with paved shoulders</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Upgrading four-lane highways to six lanes including port connectivity</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Expressways</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Ring roads, bypasses and flyovers</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

The idea that private provision of infrastructure represented a way of providing infrastructure at no cost to the public has now been generally abandoned; however, interest for options in contrast to the standard model of open obtainment endured. Specifically, it has been contended that models including an upgraded job for the private part, with a solitary private-division association assuming liability for most parts of administration arrangements for a given undertaking, could yield an improved designation of hazard, while keeping up open responsibility for basic parts of administration arrangement.

PPPs are sorted out along a continuum among open and private hubs and needs as they coordinate regularizing, though discrete and unmistakable, elements of society, the market and the lodge. A typical test for PPPs is taking into account these changes and strengthening the expected organization without decreasing either segment.
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